The TLSD team will offer Electronic Platform training sessions at various locations as the transition is
made from Performance Matters to the Student Longitudinal Data System (SLDS). SLDS will house all
TKES and LKES evaluations beginning on July 1, 2018. For information regarding these additional
trainings, see link provided below.
On May 4, 2018, Georgia’s Induction Summit 2018: Attaining New Heights in Teacher and Principal
Induction through Teacher and Leader Effectiveness will feature general sessions and breakout sessions
at Middle Georgia State University in Macon, Georgia. This year's summit themes will provide
presentations, resources and networking opportunities through four lens: attracting, preparing,
recruiting and retaining effective teachers and leaders. For registration information, see link provided
below.
Each year the TLSD Platform team creates a presentation to dig a bit deeper into a component of the
TLSD Platform. Based on the feedback received at the Data Conference “Deeper Dive” presentation this
year, the TLSD Team reconfigured the presentation and tailored it to meet the needs of districts. The
TLSD Platform team reached out to districts to see how they were using the TLSD Platform to capture
data and how they utilized the data in their districts. The team looked at the research effective data
literacy practices in order to show districts how to extrapolate and analyze their TLE Platform data so
that districts can make high stake decisions. During this presentation we will show districts how to:
• See Trends Across Multiple Years
• Treat Formative Data like it is Summative Data
• Subgroup Level III Ratings
• Identify Knowledge Gaps across District Subgroups
• Identify if Teacher Needs are being met based on Self-Assessment and
Summative Data
• Organize Data into quick, readable reports
For additional information or if you would like to schedule this in your district, contact Melinda Moe
(mmoe@doe.k12.ga.us).
The annual Federal Programs Conference is an opportunity for federal grant administrators to learn
about administrative updates, best practices, innovative initiatives, and explore the impact on student
achievement results. For registration information, see link provided below:
https://mailchi.mp/24995a0e43d5/federal-programs-update-253495?e=617484fab2

